SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITIONS

• Alcove 1 (10/11-13)

• Fine Arts 1 (10/11-13):
  Charles Westerman (sculpture)
  reception 10/12

• Center Gallery 1 (10/11-13)

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 1 (10/11-14)

---

• Alcove 2 (10/17-20)

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 2 (10/18-21)

---

• Alcove 3 (10/24-27)
  Leslie Soo (digital prints)
  reception 10/26

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 3 (10/25-29)
  CH: Marisa Mayhew (photography)
  reception 10/26

---

• Alcove 4 (10/31-11/3)
  Leslie Soo (Digital Prints) [continues]
  Kathleen O’Leary (mixed media)

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 4 (11/1-11/5)
  CH: Jill Rinehart (mixed media)
  reception 11/2

---

• Alcove 5 (11/7-10)
  Kathleen O’Leary (mixed media)
  reception 11/9

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 5 (11/8-11/11)
  CH: Jennifer Schnittker (mixed media) [11/8-11/20]
  reception 11/9

---

• Alcove 6 (11/14-17)
  Tyrone Davis & Peter Kang (digital prints)
  reception 11/16

• Fine Arts 2 (11/16-21)
  Rachael Cooper, Suzy Ivy, Ashley Jones (photography)
  reception 11/16
• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 6 (11/15-18)
  CH: Jennifer Schnittker (Mixed Media) [11/8-11/20] [continues]

THANKSGIVING BREAK

• Alcove 7 (11/28-12/1):
  Pat Mazur & Sergio Salgado (photography)
  reception 11/28

• Fine Arts 3 (11/28-12/1):
  Rebecca Prater (installation)
  reception 11/28

• Center Gallery 2 (11/28-12/1)
  Sean Lovelace, Milad Meamarian, Sean Walker (mixed media with sound)
  reception 11/30

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 7 (11/29-12/3)
  CH: Kimberly Bull (photography) [possibly until 12/17?]
  GT: Lucy Risso & John Windsor (printmaking) [possibly until 12/17?]
  reception 11/30

• Alcove 8 (12/5-8):
  Dianna Bhiwandiwalla & Jazmin Guerra (digital prints)
  reception 12/7

• Fine Arts 4 (12/5-8): Graphic Design Senior Show?

• Center Gallery 3 (12/5-8)
  Mike Danko & Chris Prior (mixed media)
  reception 12/7

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 8 (12/6-10)
  CH: Kurt Samuel & Stergios Zissios (digital prints) ??
  reception 12/7

• Alcove 9 (12/12-15)
  Kurt Samuel & Stergios Zissios (digital prints) ??
  reception 12/14

• Fine Arts 5 (12/12-15): Digital Screening Show?
  Anh-Kiet Bui, David Chan, Inés Donovan, Erik Garcia, Sze-chit Trevor Kong, Nelson Lawson,
  Vince Le, Brenden Moran, Donald Phan, Robert Salerno, Anett Schulze, Joe Waldron
  reception 12/12

• Center Gallery 4 (12/12-15)
  Sarah Pockell (installation)
  reception 12/14

• Concert Hall/Grand Tier 9 (12/13-16) ??